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ABSTRACT

A model has been developed which describes the ablation process of

frozen hydrogen pellets in an electromagnetic railgun. The model incorporates

the neutral gas shielding model in which the pellet surface is heated by incident

electrons from the plasma arc. The heated surface then ablates, forming a

neutral cloud which attenuates the incoming electrons. The energy lost in the

cloud by the electrons heats the ablatant material as it flows into the plasma arc.

Under steady-state conditions, a scaling law for the ablation rate was

derived as a function of plasma-arc temperature and density. In addition, flow

conditions and the criteria for the existence of a steady-state solution were

formulated and subsequently examined under simplifying assumptions.

Comparison with experimentally observed ablation rates shows good qualitative

agreement.
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I, INTRODUCTION

A. Background

In the near future, as the world's resources of fossil fuels and fissile

material are depleted, alternative sources of energy will be required. Improved

energy consumption efficiency combined with altern3te sources of energy will

be required. Alternative energy sources such as solar, wind, geothermal and

fusion energy offer the hope of continued energy resources in the future.

Fusion energy is released when two light particles combine to form more

stable particles and, as a consequence, release large amounts of energy. The

major difficulty in sustaining a fusion reaction is overcoming the repulsive

Coulomb forces of the particles which must collide for a fusion reaction to occur.

To release more energy in fusion reactions than is consumed in combining

them, the particles must be hot, dense and held together for a long enough time.

There are two basic approaches to achieving this goal: inertial and

magnetic confinement. Inertial confinoment uses the same principles which are

used in a fusion bomb; the particles are compressed very quickly to very higtl

densities and held together by the inertia of the particles long eno Jgh for the

fusion reaction to proceed. Magnetic confinement holds the particles together in

a "magnetic bottle" in which the charged particles spiral around closed magnetic

field lines.

Magnetic confinement fusion has been seen for some time as the best

approach to demonstrate the ability to harness the power of fusion energy.

Future magnetic fusion reactors will operate in long pulse or steady-state

conditions which will require replenishment of fuel losses. Many schemes have



been proposed to refuel magnetically confined plasmas including neutral beam

injection, gas cloud puffing and frozen pellet injection. Of these, pellet injection

offers the possibility of peaked density profiles which will provide higher power

densities and relatively lower edge densities which will help to prevent

instabilities and disruptions [1]. The first pellet injection experiments were

performed in 1975 [2]. Since then, many methods of frozen pellet injection have

been proposed; including centrifugal, light gas guns, two-stage gas guns,

electron beam accelerators and two-stage electromagnetic railguns [3].

Electromagnetic launchers offer the hope of high velocity (...10 km/s) which is

believed to be necessary to achieve sufficient penetration in a thermonuclear

grade plasma [4]. Because of this promise, this research hatsbeen undertaken

to understand the interaction of the plasma arc in an electromagnetic railgun

with a frozen hydrogen projectile.

B. Railgun Theory

Railguns operate by passing a current down one rail, through an

armature, and out through another rail. The magnetic field induced by the

current in the rails interacts with the current in the armature through Maxwell's

equations to provide a jXB acceleration force. This force drives the armature

down the length of the bore and accelerates the projectile. Railguns were first

proposed for military uses, using a conducting projectile as an armature. Later,

it was proposed that a plasma armature would provide better contact with the

rails, and an exploding fuse was used to ignite a plasma to drive the projectile.

In most cases, a preaccelerator is used to start the projectile motion. This

avoids rail degradation caused by prolonged contact with the arc plasma at low



velocities. Adaptation of the railgun principle for fusion applications requires

that the arc be composed of Iow-Z material, preferably hydrogen or helium, to

avoid contamination of the fusion plasma. This prevents the use of a fuse to

ignite the plasma arc. The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)

railgun avoids this problem by using a high-voltage ignition system to break

down the preaccelerator gas and i.c,nite the plasma [4].

Several models of plasma-arc armatures have been developed.

Railguns designed for military applications tend to use high-Z plasma armatures

such as copper which are characterized by low ionization potentials. In these

plasmas, energy transport is dominated by radiation processes because of both

Bremsstrahlung radiation and the many lower-level bound electrons which can

radiate and absorb line radiation in excitation reactions. In addition, the

projectile tends to be unimportant as an energy sink or a particle source since

the projectiles tend to be made of materials which have relatively high melting

points and consequently do not ablate much material.

In contrast, frozen hydrogen pellet railgun accelerators have Iow-Z arc

constituents such as helium or hydrogen which are characterized by high

ionization potentials. In these plasmas, energy is transported primarily by

electrons since there are fewer bound electrons to undergo radiative transitions,

which dominate energy transport in higher-Z plasma arcs. In addition, the

projectile is composed of frozen hydrogen (or isotopes) which has a low melting

point (T.P. 14 K) and does not conduct heat well. Because of this, interaction of

the plasma arc with the projectile is an important issue. In subsequent chapters

a model in which this interaction is characterized will be presented.



C. Pellet Ablation Theory

Since Spitzer first proposed frozen hydrogen pellet injection as a means

of refueling a magnetically confined fusion plasma, many models of pellet

ablation have been proposed [5]. The most generally accepted model is the

neutral gas shielding model initially proposed by P. Parks et al. [6]. Since their

first publication in 1977, many modifications have been made to the theory to

explain differences between predictions of the model and experimental results, l

but the basic concept of the model remains valid [7]. Parks postulated that a

cloud of neutral hydrogen forms around the pellet. This cloud screens the pellet

;, from incoming electrons which attenuate through the cloud leaving them with

just enough energy to ablate the surface of the pellet and sustain the ablation.

There are many differences between the case of a pellet ablating in a

magnetically confined fusion plasma and the case of a frozen hydrogen pellet

being accelerated in an electromagnetic railgun. In a magnetically confined

plasma, the ambient plasma is relatively low density, "10 2o m 3, and high

temperature, 10's of keV, for a fusion-grade plasma. The plasma arc in an

. electromagnetic railgun is much different than this: the density is much higher,

,..1024m3, and the temperatures are much lower, 1 to 2 eV. In addition, the

ablatant cloud in a fusion device expands initially in a spherically symmetric

manner. In the subsonic region, the electron heating acts to accelerate the

cloud to Mach number one, after which the expansion acts to drive the flow

supersonic. Iq a railgun, the flow is constrained to one dimension by the railgun

bore; therefore, the Mach number can increase to at most one, after which the

flow becomes thermally choked.



The differences between an ablation cloud expanding soherically to low

density being heated by electrons with energy in the keV range and a flow

accelerating into a high-density plasma being heated by electrons with energy in

the eV range are substantial. Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the basic

assumptions of the neutral gas shielding model.



II. GENERAL FORMULATION

A. Introduction

The problem of pellet ablation in an electromagnetic railgun can be

solved more simply if several assumptions are made about the behavior of the

plasma and the ablatant flow. The ablatant is assumed to behave as a one-

dimensional ideal gas in local thermodynamic equilibrium, and its flow is

assumed to be quasi-steady state in the reference frame of the plasma arc. The

plasma is assumed to be in equilibrium at a bulk temperature and density. The

electron heating flux is assumed to lose energy in a continuous manner so that

individual collisions need not be considered. These assumptions and their

validity are discussed in moredetail in this chapter.

BoFluid Equations

1. The fluid approximation

The model assumes one-dimensional inviscid ideal gas flow of ablatant

particles from the pellet surface to the plasma, where the gas is decelerated to

ambient plasma conditions. The fluid approximation requires that the particles

be collisional enough to maintain a Maxwellian distribution; therefore, the mean

free path of the particles must be much smaller than the length scale on which

flow conditions change. Despite the Icrge gradients in temperature and density

which arise in the ablation process, this condition can be met, since the density

of the ablation cloud is very high and, consequently, the mean free path of the

particles is very short. The mean free path of the particles can be estimated by

taking the atomic cross section to be 4_:ao2, where ao is the Bohr radius. The



mean free path for typical atomic densities of -,,1024 m "3 is then approximately

0,01 mm.

The ablatant flow will be well-approximated by a one-dimensional flow

provided that the length of the flow is short enough so that viscous effects do

not play an important role, and provided that the electron flux is relatively

uniform spatially in the directions transverse to the flow. The first requirement is

easily met since the typical thickness of the ablation cloud is on the order of 1

ram, and the bore diameter of the UIUC railgun is 3.2 mm, Therefore, it should

not be necessary to include viscous effects in this model. The uniformity of the

electron flux, however, requires a better understanding of the plasma arc

characteristics to demonstrate its validity. Results from many different arc

simulations8-13as well as experimentally measured arc density profiles t4 agree

that the plasma profile in the front of the arc is relatively uniform and, therefore,

the uniformity of the heating flux from the plasma should be a good

approximation.

In addition, the flow is assumed to be in a quasi-steady state in the

reference frame accelerating with the plasma arc. The quasi-steady-state

approximation will be valid provided that the time scale on which the plasma

conditions change is much longer than the time needed to establish equilibrium

by collisional and atomic processes. Hence, this model will not apply during the

initial arc formation phase while the plasma conditions are approaching steady

state and the ablation cloud is forming. However, because of the high density in

the ablation cloud, the collision frequency is high and thermal equilibrium is

quickly established; therefore, ablation in the presence of slow changes or small

fluctuations in plasma conditions can be treated with the steady-state solution.



Heat conduction within the cloud will be neglected, since the heat flux

provided by the thermal gradient will be much less than the heat flux deposited

by the electrons from the plasma arc. In addition, convective processes

dominate over conduction because of the large flow velocities.

2. Governing fluid equations

With these assumptions, the flow will obey the fluid equations of

continuity, momentum and energy. Hence, the relevant fluid equations of

motion are

d
xd-77-(pv) = 0 CONTINUITY (11.1_

dv dP
PVd--x= "d-x MOMENTUM (11.2)

pv---dlhdxk. + "2v2i = . d_qdx ENERGY (11.3)

where p is the mass density, v is the velocity, P is the pressure, h is the

enthalpy and q is the incident heat flux. The coordinate system is set up as

shown in Fig. I!.1.

These equations are directly integrable and yield

pv = -G CONTINUITY (11.4)

P'P)v = v, + _ MOMENTUM (11.5)



Figure I1.1 Coordinate system moving with the plasma arc. Note that the
relative sizes of the regions are not drawn to scale,

( v_/ i v_1 q'q' ENERGY (11,6)lh+ _- " h,+V " _

where the subscript i denotes values at the plasma-ablation cloud interface, and

G is the mass flux, which will be referred to as the "ablation rate."

The "gravity" term that should appear in the momentum equation as a

consequence of the acceleration of the reference frame can be neglected in

comparison to the other terms in the equation, This can be verified by

integrating the momentum equation from the plasma-cloud interface to the

pellet,

!I ovG_ + _ ax,, -.j'j}a,(Jx (liT)0



where ax is the accelerationof the reference frame and t is the thicknessof the

cloud. Thisyields

A

where mcloudis the massof the ablationcloud,A is the cross-sectionalarea of

the railgunbore, the subscriptt refers to flowconditionsat the plasma interface

and the subscriptp refers to conditionsat the pellet surface. However, the

momentumfluximpartedto the pelletis givenby

ppV_+ Pp = mPe"e=ax (11.9)A

where mpe,etis the mass of the frozen hydrogenpellet. SubstitutingEq. (11.9)

intoEq.(ll.8) gives

mcl°ud+ mPill°!ax, (11,10)

In the UIUC railgun, initial pellet length is usually greater than 4 mm while

ablationcloudthicknessis 1 mm or smaller, For pelletswhichare longer than

the thicknessof tt_eablationcloud,the massof the pelletwillbe muchgreater

than the mass of the ablationcloud. This is easilyverifiedsince the densityof

thecloudwill always be less than the densityof the pellet, Therefore the mass

of the cloudcan be neglectedincomparisonto the massof the pellet unlessthe

pellet has almost completelyablated away, With this assumption,Eq. (11.10),

10
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after some rearrangement, is the same as Eq. (11.5)obtained by neglecting the

acceleration term, implying that the acceleration term does not contribute

significantly to the momentum balance of the flow.

C. ThermodynamicRelations

1. Chemical equilibrium

In the ablation cloud, there are four major species present: electrons,

ionized hydrogen, atomic hydrogen and molecular hydrogen. Since the average

energy of the incident electrons from the plasma is below the threshold for direct

ionization or dissociation of atomic and molecular species, respectively, the

reactions are assumed to be caused by thermal excitation. Also, because of the

high density in the railgun arc, these reactions are assumed to be in

thermodynamic equilibrium, and, consequently, the relative number densities

are given by the law of mass action.

Defining the degree of dissociation, cxD,to be

where P is tile static pressure, nHis the number of hydrogen atoms which have

mass mH, nD+_,is the number of hyarogen molecules which have mass mjt;,,and

kp is the equilibrium constant given in Pascals by

k_, = 2.TXl0"exp/ 4.77eV)pa. (11.12)kT

11



Similarly, the fraction of atoms ionized, oti, defined as the ratio of the number

densityof ionsto the totalnumberdensityof neutralatomsand ions,is given by

Saha's equation,

03/_k_T'/3/2r1024m_3_lexplE_L 3)
1"_-__1= 1'6177X1 \eV,) LnH: + nil) \"k?0 (11,1

where El ts the ionlzationpotential, nil+ iS the numberdensity of hydrogenions,

and nH is the numberdensityof neutralatoms.

2, Ideal gas relations

A more detailed calculationof the thermodynamicpropertiesof a general

multtcomponent monatomic ideal gas system is given in Appendix A. In this

section, the state properties of the ablation cloud are calculated, Relative

number densities were given in the previous section where the chemical

potentialof molecularhydrogenhas been set to zeroas the referencestate.

Then, summingthe densitiesof the components,the mass density, p, in

the ablationcloudisgivenby

i)= m,,(nt, + nil.) + mH,n,,, (II,14)

where the mass contributionof the electrons has been neglected. Using the

definitionof the degreeof dissociationand the fractionionized,the total particle

number density is the sum of the individualparticle densitiesfor each species

and is givenby

t2



n= -P--[2(_,_o+% +1}, (al.ls)

The pressure is calculated by summing the partialpressure of each species,

and since the particles are assumed to be in thermodynamicequilibriumat a

commontemperature,thiscan be writtenas

mkLT[2(_,(_o 11. (=1.t6)
P = nkT = - + % +

When enthatpy is calculated, the differences in potential between the

species must be taken into account, Therefore, the enthalpyis the sum of the

individualideal gas enthalpies for each speciesplus the contributionsfrom L,_u

differences in potentialand is givenby

h..._T .....{2_,%+ +11+ + (la,17)

wllere El and El) are the energy required for ionization and dissociation

respectively, and y is the ratio of specific tleats [15], For an ideal monatomtc

gas, y is 5/3, while for a diatomicg;_swhere rotational modes are accessible the

value is 7/5, The complexity introduced by including the temperature variation

of specific heat is not warranted based on the assumptions of the model, and

therefore, for simplicity, the specific heat is taken to be constant at the

monatomic value, This will introduce a small error because of the rotational

modes of the molecular hydrogen, However, near tile surface of the pellet the

13



temperaturesare low enoughnotto excite rotationalmodes and, away from the

pellet surface, the temperature of the ablation cloud rises quickly and the

molecules are quicklydissociated, Hence, onlyin a small regionwill there be

any significantdeviationfromthe actualenthalpy,

D, HeatingMechanisms

1. Particleenergyflux

The totalenergy flux from the plasmawill be the sum of the energy flux

fromparticlescombinedwith the energy flux from plasma radiation. The one-

sidedenergyfluxis derivedin AppendixB, and is givenby

where the subscript j can refer to electrons, ions or neutrals. The quasi-

neutralityconditionin the plasma requiresthat the electronand ion densitiesbe

equalon a scale largerthan the Debye shieldinglength,and therefore we see

that when Ti ~ Te, the energy flux from the hydrogen ions willbe smaller than

the electronenergy flux by a factorof approximately60, which is given by the

square root of the ratio of the mass of the ion to the mass of the electron. In

addition,the ionswill be attenuatedmuch more quickly;therefore, the ion flux

can be neglectedincomparisonto the electronflux.

14



2. Radiativeenergy

Conditions in an electromagneticrailgun are much different from those

encountered in many other laboratoryplasmas. The compressionof the arc

requiredto push the projectileclownthe length of the gun bore causes high

densities,1022-1024m-3,whichare maintainedat relativelylow temperatureson

the order of a few eV Under these conditions,the free electronpopulationwill

be in local thermodynamicequilibrium(LTE) [16]. However, at th_e densities,

the groundstate(and onthe lowendof thedensityrange, the firstexcitedstate)

willdeviate slightlyfrom LTE because of the shortdecay times of the radiative

transitions to the ground state, Fortunately, this will be significant only for line

radiation arising from these transitions. Under these conditions, estimates

made by using coronal equilibrium calculations will tend to overestimate the

radiative power loss rate and can be used to estimate an upper bound for the

radiative energy loss [16],

Plasmas which are optically thick for all wavelengths will radiate as a

black body at the temperature characteristic of the plasma at an optical depth of

approximately one, If it is assumed that the plasma radiates as a black body

over the entire spectrum, then Plank's radiation law states that the radiation

energy flux integrated over all wavelengthswill be

q,.d = o_T'l (11.19)

where csBis the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, which is 5.670X10 "8 W/m2K4.

Calculations of the ratio of the electron energy flux to the radiative energy flux

have been made for plasma conditions of interest in this problem and were

15
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Figure 11.2Contours showing the ratio of blackbody radiation to electron energy
flux. Values for plasma density and temperature are taken to be those in the
expected range of operation for the UIUC railgun.

found to be close to one as shown in Fig. (11.2). This implies, if the plasma

radiates as a blackbody, that the radiative energy flux will play an important role

in the pellet ablation process. However, the dimensions of the plasma arc in an

electromagnetic railgun are small; the UIUC railgun has a circular bore with

diameter of 3.2 mm, and typical arc lengths have been measured during solid

projectile experiments to be approximately 5-6 times the bore diameter [14]. A

plasma of these dimensions, will be optically thin for all wavelengths except

16



perhaps for the strongest line radiation. Spectral data taken for a free arc

plasma in the UIUC railgun do not show any indications of radiation output

reaching the blackbody limit [17]. in this case, the total radiative energy flux will

be many times lower than the blackbody value and, therefore, the radiation flux

from the plasma arc can be neglected as a heating source in the pellet ablation

process.

3. Electron energy transfer mechanisms

For simplicity, the electrons are assumed to maintain a Maxwellian

energy distribution, and hence can be characterized by a temperature, Te.

Below an energy of approximately 10 eV, direct ionization of neutral atoms by

electron impact is negligible and the dominant process of energy loss is by

scattering collisions [18]. Because of this, the slowing down process will be

assumed to be continuous. This will be valid provided that the mean free path

for the electron is much shorter than the cloud thickness. The atomic cross

section of electrons of this energy in hydrogen is approximately 5.0 X 10 -19 m2,

and typical atom densities in the UIUC railgun plasma are 10 23 m"3 or greater,

giving a mean free path of electrons to be less than approximately 0.02 mm

which is an order of magnitude less than the typical cloud thickness calculated

from theory.

The electron energy flux is attenuated by two processes, energy loss to

the cloud, and scattering of the electrons out of the cloud. The diameter of the

UIUC railgun is 3.2 ram, and typical cloud thicknesses vary from 0.01 to 1 mm.

The elastic scattering mechanism is primarily forward scattering [18] and the

inelastic processes will remove nearly all of the electron's kinetic energy since

17



excitation energies are on the order of a few eV. Also, the dimensions of the

problem are much larger in the direction perpendicular to the electron flux than

in the direction of the flux; therefore, the loss of electrons by scattering out of the

beam will be neglected in this analysis.

Energy loss to the cloud is caused by both elastic and inelastic collisions.

Energy lost in an elastic collision will go directly to the heating of the cloud.

Atoms excited during inelastic collisions will, in most cases, redistribute their

energy by elastic collisions with other atoms since the mean time between

collisions is much shorter than the mean life of the excited state if it were to

decay by photon emission [19]. The mean time between collisions can be

estimated by taking the atomic cross section to be 4_:ao2, where ao is the Bohr

radius. The root mean square velocity of the atoms is ._T/m ; therefore the

mean time between collisions is 10 .7 S at 300K for hydrogen at a density of

10 23 m "3. This is much shorter than the mean radiative decay time for most

transitions in hydrogen [20]. In addition, other types of heat conduction within

the ablation cloud will be neglected because the convective heat transfer term

will dominate as is the case in most gas flows.

Slowing of electrons by a build-up of charge at the pellet surface is

neglected, since there should be a returning current of cold electrons [21].

Therefore the effect of electric fields caused by a build-up of charge on the

pellet will be assumed to be negligible, which is consistent with most neutral gas

shielding models, although some questions have been raised about the validity

of this assumption [22].
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4. Governing electron energy equations

With the assumptions given in this section, the transport of electron

energy flux through the ablation cloud for a monoenergetic beam is described

by

dq.q= 2qpL(E) (il.20)
dx milE

where L(E) is the linear energy transfer function and E is the electron energy.

The effect of scattering from the cloud has been neglected as discussed in the

previous section [19]. Then, by definition of the electron energy loss function,

d_E_E= 2pL(E). (11.21)
dx mR2

Comparing Eq. (11.20)and Eq. (11.21)gives

qiE (11.22)
q= Ei

which can then be averaged over the Maxwellian distribution to give

q_.LT_. (11.23)
q= To,

Also averaging Eq. (11.21)over the Maxwellian distribution of energies,
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dx mH2

where f(E)is the Maxwellian energy distribution, yields

= 4pL(T,,) (11.25)
dx 3mR2

where

L(T_)-=;oL(E)f(E)dE. (11.26)

Equation (11.26)was evaluated numerically using a piece-wise continuous cubic

spline fit to the measured loss function data and the results are shown in Fig.

(11.3).

Equations (11.4),(11.5),(11.6),(11.16),(11.17),l, ., and (11.25)constitute a

set of one differential and six algebraic equations with seven unknown flow

variables: p, v, P, h, q, T, and me. The functions L(Te), o_land (Xg are known

functions of the flow variables.
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Iii. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

A. Introduction

The plasma-cloud "interface" has been arbitrarily defined to be the point

at whtch _,leablatant flow reaches the bulk plasma conditions. At the plasma

interface, the equations of state give the enthalpy and the pressure as functions

of temperature and density. The velocity is a known function of density from

conservation of mass, provided that the ablation rate, G, is known. Also, the

energy flux was determined to be the electron energy flux given in Section II.D,

Hence, the flow variables are all known as functions _f ablatant temperature and

density at the interface.

Four boundary conditions are now needed in order to properly define the

problem and to determine the ablation rate, cloud thickness, temperature and

density of the flow. The temperature and density can be determined by

considering how the ablatant flow slows down and joins the bulk plasma. Since

energy will always be conserved in the slowing down process, the stagnation

enthalpy of the flow, by definition, must be equal to the enthalpy of the plasma

at the plasma-cloud interface. In addition, if we assume that the slowing down

process is isentropic, then the stagnation density of the flow will be equal to the

density of the plasma. Since enthalpy is a function of temperature and density,

these two conditions give an implicit relationship between the temperature and

density at the plasma interface,

When the ablation rate becomes large, the flow will be unable to

simultaneously maintain the mass flow rate and satisfy the interface boundary

conditions, Under these circumstances, the flow rate will be determined by the
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maximum flow rate which can satisfy the boundary conditions, This

phenomenon ts referred to as chokingand occurswhen a critical value of the

flow velocity is reached, in ideal gas flow, thermal choking occurswhen the

velocity reaches the sound speed in the gas which means that the directed

speed of the gas is equal to the thermalspeed of the particles, This is an added

restrictionat the plasmaInterfacewhichmustbe satisfied.

After the electrons have attenuated through the ablation cloud, the

remaining electron energy is deposited in a thin layer near the surface of the

pellet since the electron mean free path, which scales inversely with density,

becomes very sma!l [18], Time scales for diffusion of heat from the pellet

surface to the interior of the pellet will be much longer than for the ablation

processbecause of the low thermalconductivityof solidhydrogen, Therefore,

the interior of the pellet is assumed to remain at a constant temperature,

Energybalance at the pelletsurfacecan then be used to determine the ablation

rate, provided that it is not already constrained by thermal choking. One

additionalrestrictionis also requiredat the pelletsurfaceto determine the cloud

thickness, which is not known a priori. This can be done by consideringthe

kineticsof the ablationprocesswhichis discussedin SectionII.C2.

B. Plasma Interface BoundaryConditions

1. Unchoked flow

The state properties of pressure and enthalpy are known, albeit

complicated, functions of temperature and density and are given in Eqs, (11,16)

and (11,17), The heat flux at the plasma-cloud interface is taken to be the
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electron energy flux as given in Eq. (11.18). In addition,continuityrelates the

velocityat any pointto the density.

The slowingdown _f tt_eflow is assumed to occurover a short enough

distance that the processcan be assumedadiabatic. In this case the entha!py

after the slowingdown processis given from conservationof energy, Eq. (11.6),

to be

h,. h,+ (ll=.l)2

where the l subscriptdenotes the value at the plasma-cloud interface; hois

referred to as the stagnationenthalpy. After the slowingdown process the

enthalpy of the flow shouldbe equal to the enthalpyof the plasma, which is a

knownvaluegivenby the temperatureand densityof the plasma.

To evaluate the density at the plasma interface, some details of the

slowingdownprocessmust be known. If the slowingclownprocessis assumed

to be isentropic,then the interface density can be evaluated usingthe second

lawof thermodynamics,which isderived in AppendixA andgivenby

iliTds = du- Pd_ -_l.,,dn, (111,2)

where the subscriptj refers to electrons, ions, neutral atoms, and molecules.

Foran isentropicprocess(:Isis zero ano,therefore,in principle,thisprovidesthe

relationshipneeded between conditionsin the plasma and the densityat the

interface. However,sincepressureand enthalpyare bothcomplicatedfunctions
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of temperature and density, Eq, (111.2)can not be simply solved. In addition,if

the slowingdown processis not isentroptc,then the Tds term will notvanish,

and some simplifyingassumptionswill be neededto determinea solutionof Eq,

(111.2).Evaluationof thisconditionis thereforedeferreduntil Chapter IV.

2. Choked flow

As the temperature of the plasma increases, the ablation rate will

increase, and at some point the speed of the flow at the plasma interface will

equal the local speedof sound, If the temperatureof the plasma is increased

abovethispoint,then the natureof the solutionchartges, One possiblesolution

occurs if the flow suddenlybecomes supersonic;this is unphysicalsince, if the

ablation rate were slowly increasing from the subsonic flow region _othe

supersonic flow region, the flow conditions upstream would be required to

change discontinuously. Since the flow ts no longercapable of supportingthe

conditions at the pellet surface, the flow will adjust to a state in which the

velocitywilljust reach the localspeed of sound at the plasma interface. Under

these circumstances,the problembecomes inherentlytime-dependent and a

simplesteady-statesolutionis no longerpossible;however,by energybalance

considerations,some quantitative results are easily found, In this case, the

mass flow rate into the plasma is determined by the speed of sound at the

plasma interface,which is derived in AppendixA and is givenby

G = !},cs,_ t)i,/J::-' (111,3)
_/m,
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wherethesubscrlptIcienotesconditionsattheplasmainteHace,csisthelocal

speed of sound,andm is the average mass of the flow particles.

All of lhe boundaryconditionsfor lhe unchoked flow are still valid anc!

must be n=et, Therefore, the cloudwill begin to grow since the ablationof the

pellet surface will exceed the amount of fluid which can flow into the plasma,

The excess ablationgas will accumulatebehindthe pelletpushing it away from

the plasma.

C. Conditionsat the Pellet Surface

i. Ablationrate

When the flow is not thermallychoked, energy balance at the pellet

surfacein steadystale requiresthat the energy flux fallingon Ihe pellet surface

be equal to the energy requiredto warm the petlel material and sublimate it at

the ablation rate, The requiredenergyper unit mass is simply the difference in

totalspecificenthalpybetween the gas at the surfaceandthe bulk pelletinterior.

Hence the requiredenergyflux at the surfaceis

where p denotes the values of the flow vari¢lblesat the peilet-cloudinterface

and hp=01=iis the bulk enthaipy of the pellet interior_ Using conservation of

energy in the cloudgiven by Eq, (11,6),and the enlhalpy boundarycondilionat

the plasma interfacegivenin Eq, (11t.1), Eq. (!11,4)can be rewrittenas
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qp,asma" G(hplasmi" hps,let). (III.5)

Therefore,the ablationratewillbe

G. (ill.e)
hp,..m.- h..,,.,

foran unchokedflow,

The ablationrate willbe greaterthan the rate at whichablatant material

can flow intothe plasma. In thiscase the ablationcloudwillgrow and the flow

can no longerbe consideredquasl-steadystate. However,from conservationof

energywe can findthe amount of excess energy fluxwhich reaches the pellet

andthe growingcloud, Thiswillbe givenby

q,,t = q_,a,ma" G(hp,j,m_=• hpe,let) (II!.7)

which is simply the heat flux incident on the ablation cloud less the amount

neededto ablate, heat,and ionizethe mass flowrateintothe plasma.

With the ablationrate (and, ,n the case of chokedflow, the net heat flux)

known,estimates of the pellet lifetimecan be made The lifetimeof the pellet

for unchokedflow is controlledby the time it takes to ablate the length of the

pellet, Therefore, the pelletlifetimeisgivenby

G
-_ • . .... (III,8)

dt Psohd
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where tpeJtelis the pellet lengthand P=o_ is the frozen hydrogenmass density,

Fora constantablationrate, Eq. (111.8)givesa pellet lifetime,_,of

. _ (111,9)G

where to tsthe ir=ttia!lengthof the pellet.

When the flow is choked,the pellet lifetimeis controlledprimarilyby the

amountof time that it takes for the net heat flux to melt the bulk of the pellet.

This is an inherentlytime-dependentproblem;l_owever,some estimateof the

lime requiredfor the pellet to melt can be made if the pellet is assumed to be

heateduniformly,Thisis, of course,notphysicallyvalid;however,it willprovide

a lowerboundonthe time requiredfor the netheat fluxto disintegratethe pellet,

and will help to give an intuitive feel as to the order of magnitude of the

reduction in pellet lifetime caused by thermal choking. Therefore, if the

temperatureof the pellet is assumedto riseuniformlythroughthe lengthof the

pellet, thenthe change inenthalpycan be foundDy

dh
t)solidtpelle!,_/petto! = qnet = qr,_._ma" Ghp_asma+ Ghpollllt (111.10)dt

which balances the net heat fluxby the bulk rise in enthalpy, Noting that the

lengthof the pelletdependson t_meas givenin Eq. (111.8),thisequationcan be

separated and integrated from the initial enthalpy to some final enthalpy, (for

example,the enthaipy of hydrogenvapor at sometemperatureabove the triple
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pointtogivea conservativeestimate),Therefore,fortotalvaporization,an

effectlvetlme,t,canbeestimatedby

hpellet,flnal hpellet,intltal
]tl

t = | (111.11)
G qpla,ma/G " hplasmu+ hpellet,ftnalJ'

inEq,(III,ii)thetermInfrontofthebracketIsslmilartotheresultgivenfor

unchokedflow;however,Itshouldbenotedthatthevalueofthemassfluxrate

isglvenbytheMach numberattheplasmaInterfaceratherthantheunchoked

value,Also,thebracketedtermwillbemL,chlessthanone,sincethedlfference

inenthalpiesneededtomeltthep_'setwillbe muchlessthantheamountofnet

heatfluxfallingonthetransientregion,

2, Sublimationkinetics

The flow propertiescan be determinedat the pellet surfaceassuming

that ablationtakes place by sublimationprocesses, In this case the flow

propertiesdependonlyonthepellet'ssurfacetemperatureandthesublimation

energy, The surface temperatureof the pellet can be determinedby

consideringthe kineticsof the sublimationprocessand notingthatthe rateat

whichparticlesleave the surfacewillbe equalto the rate at whichparticles

wouldstrikethe surfaceand recondenseif the pelletwere in thermodynamic

equilibriumatthesaturationpressure,

Sincethe electronsarrivingat the pellet surfacehave relativelylow

energyand short meanfree path,then it can be assumedthat they do not

directlyremoveparticlesfromthe surface,but ratherheatn shortregionnear
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the surface of the pellet, which then sublimates. In this case, the ablation cloud

will have a total specific enthalpy equal to the enthalpy of the heated surface

layer plus the energy of sublimation. Therefore, the total specific enthalpy at the

surface is

where the subscript, s, denotes solid properties at the pellet surface, hpelletis the

enthalpy of the pellet, and Esub iS the sublimation energy.

The total enthalpy of the solid is a known function of temperature on the

saturation line as shown in Fig. II1.1. Therefore, if it is assumed that the surface

is at the saturation line, only the value of the pellet's surface temperature is

needed in order to determine the enthalpy of the solid. The pellet temperature

can be found using the assumption that the ablation is caused solely by

sublimation processes. Then, the ablation rate will be the rate at which particles

leave the surface, provided that particles do not recondense. This will be the

same as the rate at which they would strike the surface and recondense if the

surface were in thermodynamic equilibrium at its partial pressure; hence,

G _ /J J 3/
m., kTpo.o,.,.

where Pv is the partial pressure which is known from experimental

measurements (as shown in Fig. 111.2)and o_is the recondensation coefficient
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Figure II1.1 Total enthalpy of solid and liquid hydrogen on the saturation line.
The measured values of total enthalpy as a function of temperature along the
saturation curve provide the relationship needed to find the pellet surface
temperature [18].
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which is not known but is set equal to one, a typical value for most insulators.

This provides an implicit equation for pellet surface temperature which can be

used to evaluate the pellet enthalpy at the surface, which in turn gives the

needed surface restriction and closes the set of equations,
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IV. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

A. Introduction

An analytical solution to the pellet ablation problem in an electromagnetic

railgun can be obtained if the ablatant gas flow is assumed to consist of a single

component. Therefore, the abiatant gas will be assumed to consist of

monatomic hydrogen which will allow the thermodynamic properties to be

simple functions of the flow variables. A discussion of the validity of this

assumption is given in more detail in the next chapter.

The assumption of a single component ablatant flow requires a careful

adjustment of the boundary conditions to maintain the validity of this

approximate solution which is discussed in Section IV.C. Therefore the energy

balance conditions at each interface have been divided into modifications to the

temperature to maintain constant pressure across the interface, with the

remainder of the energy balance (the ionization and dissociation energy) being

supplied by a jump loss of electron energy flux.

B. Governing Equations

1. Simplifications of the general formulation

To obtain an analytical solution to this problem, an additional assumption

is made about the composition of the cloud. In the remainder of this thesis, the

cloud will be assumed to consist of unionized monatomic hydrogen, and,

therefore, o_0is set equal to zero in the cloud, and O_g is set equal to one. With

these assumptions, the edge of the plasma cloud becomes a sharp interface,

where all of the atoms are suddenly ionized, and, at the pellet surface, the
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ablatant is assumed to be immediately dissociated. This will simplify the

governing equations substantially, since the effects of changing composition no

longer have to be computed.

The thermodynamic equations, therefore, become

p = pk___T.T (IV.1)
mH

and

h = 7kT (IV.2)
1)mH

where the leference of chemical potential has been taken as that of monatomic

hydrogen. For reference the fluid equations of motion, Eq. (11.4)- (11.6),along

with the governing electron energy equations, Eqs. (11.22)and (11.24),are

summarized below:

pv = -G (IV.3)

/ ) Pv = vi + -_ + _ (IV.4)

h + _ - h, + -- = q"q' (IV.5)G

q_..L

q = T,,,To (IV,6)
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= 4r'L(to). (_V,7)
dx 3m_e,

To simplify computation, several normalized quantities can be introduced

for fluid density, D, fluid temperature, e, and electrontemperature,¢, and are

definedto be

D = _ (IV.8)
P,

T
e = - (av,9)

T,

¢= T_ (IV.10)
T_,

In addition, it is useful to define thedimensionlessconstant,

K= l'_/ImHq`i)_GkTi (IV,11)

which is the ratio of electron energy flux to the enthalpy flux of the flow at the

plasma-arc interface, and,

Mi2 = mHVi--_2 (IV,12)
_T_
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which is the initial Math number squared at the plasma interface, if the

Maxwelltanaveraged electronenergy loss function i_ taken to be a parabolic

function of electron temperature, then the normalized electron temperature

obeysthe relationship

dc 2Dc!-- . - (iV,13)
dx 3roDe

where c_is the fit parameter to the energy-,weragedlossfunctionand is takento

equal7.75X10'22m2/eVas shownin Fig. IV.1. Definingthe characteristiclength

to be

L = 3mjj_. (IV,14)
2p,=T,,

which is the distance in which the electron temperature would go to zero if the

densityand the average lossfunctionwere to remainconstant. This shouldbe

a good order of magnitude estimate for the cloud thickness, since as the

electrontemperature decreasesthe clouddensitywill increase,approximately

balancingeach other, The characteristiclengthcan then be used to define the

dimensionlessdistancefromthe plasma,

x (iv

Eq, (IV,13) becomes
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Figure IV,1 Comparisonbetweenaveraged lossfunctiondata and the parabolic
fitforelectrontemperaturesbelow10eV,

d_ = .De2 (IV,!6)

where D depends on _ throughthe fluid equations,

2, Solution

Using the dimensionlessvariablesdefined in the previoussectionalong

with the thermodynamic relationsand fluid equations of motion, a quadratic
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equationfornormalizeddensityas a functionofthenormalizedelectron

temperatureisfound',

Then,thedensityisgivenby

D = (IV,18)
(_+_M_). 1._)' . 2(_+_)M_K(_o_)

providedthatlheinitialMach numberIslessthanorequaltoonesincetherool

oftheequationwhichistakenchangeswhen M,2increasesaboveone, This

canbe verifiedbyexaminingtheequalionwhen¢'equalsi,whichcorresponds

totheplasmainterface,and verifyingthatD isone whenevertheflowis

subsonic. Substituting this into Eq, (IV,16)yields

d¢' (y +1)M_t';'--- - - . (IV_19)
_ (1+_4_). 1.M,_)_ . 2(_+_)M,_K(_-_)

IntroducingthevariableU,

U - (1-M_) - 2(7+1)MI_K(¢' -1) (IV,20)

anddefiningtheconstants,
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B. (I.M_),2(,y,_)_K (IV,21)

c. (_+_') (_v_22)

the equationcan be separate_andgives

o u (B. U)

whichcan be integratedtogive

__ _ ,nl'/u",/Bi]'_

,, - - + In : , ;

since, for _ = 1

U, = (1-M_)_, (iV,25)

This is an equationfor the normalizeddistance from the plasma interfaceas a

functionof electrontemperature, In addition,once the eleclron temperalure is

known at a location, then Eq, (IV,18) can be used to evaluate D, and,

subsequently, all of the other flow variables can be determined using the
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governingequations. In particular,the dimensionlesstemperature,e, ts related

to D by

it is interestingto noticethatthe productof normalizedtemperatureand density,

which is the normalizes pressure of the fluid, ill a quantity which is slowly

varyingover the lengthof the ablationcloud,whichis easilyseen by rearranging

Eq, (iV,26)to

6D = t+TMi '_D-I-5- 11v,27)

which is a minimumat the plasma interfacewhere D is one and can be at moat

t + 7,tn the limitthat D goes Is infinity, This impliesthat the primaEvmechanism

through which the railgunforce is transmittedto the pellet is by the pressure

rather thanthe "rocketeffect"causeclbyerosionof the pellet,

C, BoundaryCondltions

1, Plasma interface

The assumptionthai the flow is entirely monatomicand neutral requires

that care be taken in the evaluationof the boundaryconditions. At the plasma

interfacethe flowmustionizeand slowto plasmaconditions. If we assume first

that the flowslowsto the restframeof the plasma,then the entha!pywillbe the

stagnationenthalpyof the flowat the interface,givenby
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V_

ho = h + 2 (tV,28)

For a single component gas Eq. (IV,28) can be rearranged to give the

relationshipfor stagnationtemperature,which is

If" 1)rotev_To .. T + ...... :_- (IV,29)
2y

and hence the stagnationtemperature at the pia,_mainterface is known. In

addition,if the decelerationis assumedto be isentropic,thenthe secondlawfor

a singlecompoqentgas slates

Tds =, dll • dP (IV,30)
P

Foran isentropicprocess,ds is zeroand thereforethe stagnationdensity,which

willbe equal to the plasmadensity,is foundto be

!)o," P._...,_" P, ' (IV.31)

Assuming that the stagnation properties are known, Eq, (IV.3!) can be

combined with continuityand substitutedinto Eq, (IV.29) which, for y m 5/3,

resultsin a cubicequationfortemperatureat the interfacegivenby
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_To,,_+ _', " 1,, 0 (IV,32)

where

Thtsequattonhasonerealrootwhichts,

[IL / i ]T_. To,_/(_.)_3+(2_)-_+ (2_.)_2_ . _.1 -3+(2_.)_2+ (2).)o23Z

(IV.34)

Therefore,oncethe stagnationpropertiesare known,the initialcondition3will

bedefined,

Modificationsmustnowbemadetocorrectfortheeffectoftheionizatlon

interfacewhichhasbeenintroduced,First,theionizationenergymustbetaken

intoaccount,Theenergyrequlredtodo thisissimply_uEj,Inaddition,slnce
mH

thenumberofparticlesisincreasingacrosstheinterface,anamountofenergy

isneededperparticlesincethesameamountofenergyisbeingdividedamong

more partlcles.Therefore,to maintainconstanttemperatureacrossthe
orT,kT

interface,anamountofenergyequalto(7-1)mHmustbesupplied.Thesum of

thesetwoenergiesissimplythedifferenceinenthalpybetweenthemonatomic

gasandtheplasmawhentheyarebothattemperatureT anddensityp.
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There are two ways to account for the energy required to ionize the gas.

The first method is to require the temper3ture of the flow at the interface to be

large enough such that the enthalpies across the interface are equal. In this

case the temperature would be found from

(zEi
_To, = (1+ _)_Tplasma + --. (IV.35)

('Y - 1)m H ('Y - 1)m H mH

Alternatively, it can be assumed that the incoming electron energy flux is

reduced by the appropriate amount of energy in the infinitesimal distance across

the interface such that the interface electron energy flux in the flow becomes

I (:zEI °_Tplasma] (IV.36)qi qplasma LmR ('Y-1)mH

In the first case, the temperature profile becomes distorted, especially

near the plasma interface where the number of ionized particles would be

significant. This approximation will also overestimate sound speed in the flow,

and could consequently underpredict the effect of thermal choking. However,

reducing the electron energy flux discontinuously will alter the energy deposition

profile, tending to underpredict the energy deposition in the region near the

plasma as it compensates for the large injection of energy at the iorization

interface. This will also tend to underpredict the cloud thickness since the cloud

thickness in the steady state depends on the amount of fluid required to deposit

the heating energy.
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Neither of the approximations introduced to account for the energy

balance at the ionization interface gives continuity of pressure across this

artificial boundary. Using this logic, a compromise between the two methods

can be formulated which maintains the continuity of pressure. Equating the

pressure in the plasma with the stagnation pressure in the flow gives

= (1+oOpkT,,,..m,.
mH mR , (IV.37)

From this, it is apparent that the stagnation temperature in the flow should be a

factor of alpha greater than the plasma temperature. The remainder of the

energy balance is supplied by the electron energy flux. This gives

To,= (l+o0Tp,,,,r_, (IV.38)

and

oqEi
qi = qplasma (IV.39)

mH

which also gives the electron temperature in the flow at the plasma interface to

be

T_, = q.._...L___Tp,a,=,. (IV.40)
qplasma
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This guarantees that the pressure across the ionization interface will be

continuous. The use of a combined interface condition also reduces the profile

distortions given by either of the single interface conditions alone which in turn

will provide more valid results.

2. Pellet interface

At the pellet surface a similar boundary condition problem arises. As

discussed in the previous section, the density, enthalpy, and pressure will be

assumed to remain constant across the dissociation interface. In this case the

stagnation enthalpy at the plasma-pellet interface, ho,p, iSrelated to the surface

conditions as given in Eq. (111.12).Therefore,

ho, = hpellot,s+ Esub. (IV.41)

But across the dissociation interface the stagnation enthalpy will be conserved,

and therefore hoswill be the same on the atomic hydrogen side of the interface

as the molecular hydrogen value. Then, conservation of energy in the cloud can

be used to relate the stagnation enthalpy at the pellet surface to the electron

energy flux at the surface. This yields

qp " qi
+ ho, = hpellet,s+ Esub (IV.42)G

where qp is the electron energy flux on the atomic hydrogen side of the

dissociation interface. Therefore,
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qp = ql + G[Esub + hpellel,s" ho,] (IV.43)

which gives the needed surface restriction in terms of the initial conditions and

the enthalpy on the pellet surface, which can be calculated as outlined In

Section III.C.2.

In addition, the continuity of pressure provides a relationship between the

temperature on the atomic and molecular hydrogen sides of the dissociation

interface which is

T,,,om,c = _. (IV.44)
2

This indicates that the monatomic hydrogen approximation underestimates the

surface temperature by approximately a factor of two from the correct value.
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V. RESULTS

A. Introduction

Calculation of the ablation rate is given by Eq. (111.6)from energy balance

provided that thermal choking does not occur. The determination of the thermal

choking regime is given for the monatomic neutral model for a variety of

boundary conditions and is presented tn Section V.B. In Section V.C the pellet

loss rate is calculated for the case of unchoked flow, and, for choked flow,

estimates are made for the reduction in pellet lifetime incurred during tt_e

transient ablation.

In Section V.D the flow characteristics, as calculated by the monatomic

neutral model, are discussed and their implications on the validity of the model

are considered. It will be shown that the electron mean free path is several

orders of magnitude less than the cloud thickness, and that the ideal gas law is

a reasonable approximation in the bulk of the ablation flow.

B. Thermal Choking Regime

Calculation of the ablation rate is quite simple as long as the assumption

that electron heating is quasi-steady state remains valid. This is given by Eq.

(111.6)and can be directly used to calculate pellet losses provided that the flow

does not become thermally choked. Therefore, the surface regression rate will

be independent of the method by which energy is deposited into the cloud and

the flow characteristics of the fluid until the point at which thermal choking

occurs. The transition from the unchoked flow to choked flow regime is highly

dependent on the model used for the fluid and the energy deposition. In the
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simplified analytic case described in Chapter IV thermal choking is predicted to

occur between plasma temperatures of !.7 to 1.9 eV depending on the plasma

density which is assumed to range from 1.0X10"3to 13.0X10"_kg/m3. A contour

plot of the Mach number sauared at the plasma interface is shown in Fig. V.i,

where the grey region corresponds to the thermally choked region for which the

Mach number will be one. Since tt is more common to measure electron

density than mass density, a contour plot of electron density as a function of

plasma temperature and density is given in Fig, V.2 as calculated assuming

Saha equilibrium.

As discussed in Section IV.B., the monatomtc approximation in the

ablation cloud will cause the temperature profile to become distorted near the

plasma interface where a significant fraction of the flow should be ionized. In an

effort to minimize this effect, careful consideration of the interface condition was

made in which pressure was assumed to remain constant across the ionization

interface. To obtain an estimate of the error incurred by the monatomic model,

two other cases were examined in which the ionization energy was taken into

account using other boundary conditions. In the first case, a discontinuity solely

in the temperature was used; in the second case, a discontinuity solely in the

electron energy flux was used. When the temperature discontinuity boundary

condition is used, thermal choking occurs for much higher plasma temperatures

at a given plasma density than for the boundary conditions used in Chapter IV,

since in this case the ablation cloud temperature will be over-predicted and,

consequently, the sound speed will be too large. This effect is shown in Fig. V.3

where the scale change on the temperature axis should be noted. Fig. V.3 also

shows that the Mach number becomes independent of density at high
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Figure V.1 Contours of Mach number squared at the plasma-cloud interface,
Plasma temperatures and densities used are in the regime of interest for the
UIUC railgun. The darkened region corresponds to the choked flow cases
where the Mach number at the plasma-cloud interface is one,
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Figure V.2 Contours of constant electron number density in the plasma arc,
Units for the contoursare i024 m-3, These contourswere found usingSaha's
equation.
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Figure V.3 Contours of constant Mach number squared at the plasma-cloud
interface for the alternative boundary conditions w=thdiscontinuous fluid
temperature, In thiscase the energy requiredfor ionizationis providedby the
temperaturechangeacrossthe ionizationinterface. Notethat the upperlimitfor
electrontemperatureinthisgraphis 4 eV. The darkenedregioncorrespondsto
the choked flowcases where the Mach numberat the plasma-cloudinterfaceis
one,
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temperatures; this occursbecause, in this temperatureregime, the plasma will

be fullyionized and, consequently,the fractionionizedwilt no longerbe density

dependent, This is illustratedin Fig, V.4 whichshowsthe contoursof constant

ionization fractionin the plasma, In Fig, V,3, for plasma densitiesnear I Xi0 .3

kgtm3 andplasma temperaturesnear 1,5 eV, the Mach numbersquared at the

interface at constant temperature increases with decreasing density: for

example, the Mach number squared equals 0.7 contour, This is an anomaly

caused by the artificial boundaryconditionsapplied at the ionization interface,

which will overpredictthe cloud temperaturefor large ionizationfractions,and

consequentlyoverpredictthe soundspeed,

In the case in whichthe ionizalionenergyis providedby a discontinuityin

the electronenergyflux,the temperatureat the plasma-cloudinterfaceis slightly

underpredicted,and, consequently,the thermal choking conditions occur for

plasma conditions whichare lower in plasma temperalure at a given plasma

density, Figure V,5 shows the contoursof constantMach number squared at

the plasma-cloud interface. This boundary condition predicts that thermal

choking will occur for plasma temperatures above 1.4 to 1,7 eV, which is

significantlylowerthan the thermalchokingthresholdpredictedby the boundary

condition developed in the previous chapter, The actual thermal choking

conditionshouldlie somewherebetweenthe limitsfoundusingdiscontinuityin

the electron energy fluxor temperature alone, and should be close to the case

used inthe analyticalsolution,
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FigureV.4 Contoursofconstantionizationfractioninthe plasmaarc, Notethat
above-3 eVthe plasmais essentiallyfullyionized.
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FigureV,5 Contoursof constantMachnumbersquaredat the plasma-cloud
enterfacefor the alternateboundaryconditionsw=thdiscont=nuouselectron
energyflux, In this case the energyrequiredfor ionizationis providedby a
discontinuityin the electronenergyfluxacrossthe ionizationinterface, The
darkenedregioncorrespondstothechokedflowcaseswherethe Mechnumber
at the plasma-cloudinterfaceisone,
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C, Pellet LossRate

Surface regressionrates for the range of operationof the UIUC raiigun

are given in Fig, V,6 as a contour plot tn the solution space of plasma

temperatureand density, The solid regioncorrespondsto conditions_nwhich

thermalchokinghas occurred,andfor whichno steady.statesolution exists, in

the unchokedregion,the surface regressionrate dependsonly on the plasma

conditionsand is unaffectedby the assumptionmade aboutthe compositionor

the profile of the flow, provided that the other model assumptionsare met,

Figure V.7 shows the contours of constant ablation rate which would be

expected provided no thermal chokingoccurs, This informationis useful for

comparison to experimental results, since the exact locationof the thermal
!

chokingthresholdrequiresa moredetaileddescriptionof the flow.

Once thermalchokinghas occurred,the mass flow rate into the plasma

depends onlyon the speedof soundof the ablatantflowat the plasma interface,

The excess heat fluxwillbe depositedintothe pelletand the transientablation

cloudwhich formsonce the flowhaschoked, FigureV,8 showsthe excessheat

flux, q,Qt, for choked flow cases in the parameter space investigated in this

thesis. As shownin the figure,once thermalchokingoccurs,the excess heat

fluxcan becomequite large. As an example of the reductionin pellet lifetime

causedby the net heat flux,considerthe case in whichthe mass flowrate into

the plasma is i70 kg/m2_and the net heat flux to the pellet is 10X10 !o J/m2s.

These conditionscorrespondto a plasma temperatureof 1.8 - 1.9 eV and a

plasmadensityof ~ 3X103 kg/m3, If the pellet enthalpyis assumedto change

uniformlyand the finalenthalpyis taken to be that of the vaporat 300 K, which

is a conservativeestimate, then Eq. (111.11)can be used to calculate pellet
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Figure V,6 Contours of constant regressionrate, Units for the contours are
ram/ms, The darkened region correspondsto the cases where the flc,w is
thermallychokedand for inwhichnosteady-statesolutionexists,
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Figure V.7 Contours of constant pellet surface regression rate assuming no
thermal choking occurs. Units for the contours are mm/ms Note that these
curves are independent of the profiles in the cloud and the boundary conditions
used.
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Figure V.8 Contours of constant net heat flux in the choked flow regime. Units
for the contours are 101oj/m2s.
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lifetime. For a pellet of initial length of 4 mm, the pellet lifetime is ..-0.2 ms. For

the case in which there is no net heat flux, then the pellet lifetime by ablation

alone with the same mass flux rate is 2 ms. Typical acceleration times are 1

ms; hence, under these conditions without thermal choking, half the pellet will

be ablated away. However, when the flow chokes, the accumulated heat flux

will, in general, destroy the pellet.

D. Flow Characteristics

The cloud thickness calculated from the model is of importance, since it

is necessary that the mean free path of the electrons be small compared to

cloud thickness. The atomic cross section for electrons in this energy range is

"-,5Xl 0 "19 m 2. Hence, the electron mean free path in atomic hydrogen, _., is

given by

3Xl06(Kg/m3) mm.z =
P

The lowest density in the ablation cloud occurs at the plasma interface, and the

lowest plasma density in the range of interest is 1.0X10"3kg/m3. Therefore, for

a conservative estimate, the largest electron mean free path in the range of

operations assumed for this thesis will be 3X10 3 ram. Cloud thicknesses

calculated in the monatomic model are shown in Fig. V.9 and are much smaller

than the mean free path predicted above. The cloud thickness is less sensitive

to the ionization interface condition than the Mach number, although the cloud
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Figure V,9 Contours of constant cloud thickness. Units for the contours are in
ram. The darkened region corresponds to the cases in which the flow is
thermally choked and for which no steady state-solution exists.
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thickness will be slightly smaller for the case using electron energy flux

discontinuityand slightlylargerforthe case usingtemperaturediscontinuity.

Under unchokedflowconditions,when a steady-statesolutionexists,the

flow property profiles can be obtained. Although the exact values of the

normalized properties are different for each case, the general shape of the

profiles remains the same, As an example, the profiles for normalized fluid

density, fluid temperature, and electrontemperature as a functionof distance

from the plasma-cloud interface normalized to the total cloud thickness are

shownin Fig. V.10 for plasma conditionsof 1,7 eV, and 7X10"3 kg/m3, In this

figure, the zero point on the axis is the plasma-cloud interface and the point

where _ equals one is the pellet surface. The density drops sharply and the

temperature rises quickly from the pellet surface, although the electron

temperaturedoes not increaseas drastically. In the figure it can also be seen

that the product of temperature and density remains approximatelyconstantas

described by Eq. (IV.27) These profiles are similar, qualitatively, to the neutral

gas shielding model currently in use to describe the ablation of pellets in a

tokamak plasma [6]. The most significant features of the profiles are the large

gradients in density and temperature which exist ncar the pellet surface. These

gradients suggest that the fluid approximation may break down near the pellet

surface; however, it will be valid in the major portion of the cloud.

Aside from the restriction of the flow to one dimension in a railgun arc, as

compared to a spherical expansion in a tokamak plasma, the major difference

between the model presented here and the neutral gas shielding model used for

tokamak plasmas is in the boundary conditions at the pellet-cloud interface. In

tokamak plasmas the electron temperatures are on the order of keV's, and,
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Figure V.IO Normalized ablation cloud profiles where the plasma temperature
is 1.7 eV and the mass density is 7XlO-3kg/m 3. The flow variables have been
normalized to their values at the plasma-cloud interface, were D is the
normalized density, ¢ is the normalized electron temperature, and t) is the
normalized fluid temperature.
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consequently, almost all of the electron energy is attenuated in the ablation

cloud and only a small fractionof the incidentenergy is needed at the pellet

surface to continuethe ablation process. Becauseof this the electron energy

flux is assumed to vanish at the pellet surface with a negligibleeffect on the

result for the ablation rate [23]. In the railgun,however, arc temperaturesare

only a few eV, and, therefore, a significantamountof the electronenergy flux

must penetrate the cloud in order to continue the ablation process;

consequently,the cloud thickness is very small. The electrontemperatureat

the pellet surface is decreased by less than an order of magnitude from the arc

temperature. This is illustratedin Fig. V.11, whichshows contoursof electron

temperatures at the pellet surface in the regime of operation for the UIUC

rallgun. Much can be seen in this graph; as the temperature of the plasma

increasesat constantdensity, the temperatureof electronsreachingthe pellet

surface decreases. As the plasma temperature increases, the cloud density

increases, as shown in Fig. V.12, while the cloud thickness remains

approximatelyconstant. Therefore, the electronswill undergomore collisions

and deposit a greater portionof their energy in the ablationcloud. In addition,

as the plasma density increases, the temperature of electrons reaching the

surface increases; this occurs because as the plasma density increases the

ablation cloud does not need to expand as much, and consequentlyrequires

lessheating.

Contours of constant ablation cloud density, shown in Fig. V.!2, and

temperature, shown in Fig. V.13, at the pellet-cloud interface provide some

information about the validity of the assumptions used in the model. In the

monatomic approximation the hydrogen was assumed to be ablated as
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Figure V.11 Contoursof constant electrontemperature at the pellet surface.
Unitsforthe contoursare ineV. The darkenedregioncorrespondsto the cases
in which the flow is thermally choked and for which no steady-state solution
exists,
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Figure V,12 Contours of constant cloud densityat the pelletsurface. Unitsfor
the contoursare in kg/m3, The darkened regioncorrespondsto the cases in
whichthe flowis thermallychokedand forwhichno steadystate-solutionexists.
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Figure V,13 Contoursof constantcloud temperatureat the pellet surface, Units
for the contoursare in Kelvin, The darkenedregioncorrespondsto the cases in
which the flow is thermallychokedand forwhichno steady-statesolutionexists,
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hydrogen atoms rather than diatomic molecules. This is not a realistic

assumption,since the electronswhichreach the surface will not, on average,

have enough energy to dissociatethe molecules;the main effectof this is that

the surfacefluidtemperaturewillbe underestimatedby approximatelya factorof

two. Applyingthis to the computedsurface temperature from the monatomic

model,the actualtemperaturewillhe approximately200 K. Inaddition,near the

pellet the highdensities and low temperaturescall into questionthe validityof

the ideal gas approximation,which requiresthat the particlesbe noninteracttng

and in the classical regime [24]. This requirement is quantified by the

requirement that the particle density, n, be much less than the quantum

concentration,no, such that

3

. (v,2)
n << no _,,_rl-)_/t:"L'" '

For a temperature of i00 K, the requirement on the mass density in the

monatomic approximation becomes p << 300 kg/m3, The surface density

predicted by the model ranges from 0,2 to !2 kg/m3, At the highend of the

range the ideal gas law is no longera good approximation;however, since the

densitydecreasessharplyfromthe surface,this is nota problemin the bulk of

the cloud.
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Vl. CONCLUSIONS

A, Correlationwith Experiment

The application of the neutral gas shielding model to predict pellet

ablationprovidesa simplescalinglaw for pellet regressionrate untilthe pointat

which thermal chokingoccurs. Unfortunately,to obtain an analytical solution,

severalapproximationswere required, This has introduceda large amountof

uncertaintyin the predictionof the thermalchokingregime,

Directquantitativecomparisonwithexperimentalresultsis notpossibleat

thls time because of the lackof data correlatingelectron temperature,density

and pelletlosses, Data are expected to be obtainedtnthe near futurewhichwill

allowa bettercomparison,

Qualitativecomparisonto current ratlgundata Is promising, Observed

pellet loss rates are on the order of ram/ms as shown In Fig. VI,1. There are

severalpossible sourcesof pellettossobservedIn the UIUC railgun;the pellets

may not bA properlyfrozen, pellet ballotingmay occur in the railgun bore, the

pellet may ablate away, or a combinationof these effects may occur, The

decreasein experimentallyobservedablationrates, shownin FigVI,1, overtime

is most likelycaused by improvementsmade inthe railgunsystemwhich have

eliminated many sources of pellet loss, These improvementsinclude better

pellet manufacturingand better tolerance tn the size of the bore throughthe

length of the gun, Pellet loss rates for advanced rallgundesigns, Including

transaugmentation and perforated side walls, are not included in Fig VI,1.

Experimental results also show that during some discharges the pellet is

completelydestroyed. In addition to the causes cited above, it is possiblethat
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Figure VI.1 Experimentally observed surface regression rates for the UIUC
railgun versus the voltage applied to the railgun system. The steady-state
currentduringthe pulseis 2,35 ohm_ timesthe bank voltage, The trendtoward
lower ablation rates over time is most likelyattributedto improvementsin the
railgunsystum.

the ablationcloud becomes thermallychokedand the net heat fluxto the pellet

surfacedestroysthe pellet.

Experimentallymeasured electrondensities for foam and Lexan pellet

shotsare inthe rangeof valuesassumedto be validforthe analysiscloneinthis

thesis [t4], Althoughno direct temperaturemeasurements have been made

during a rai!gun shot while accelerating a pellet, temperatures have been
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measured for free arc shots [17] ancl theoretical armature models are also

available [25][12]. Electron temperaturesmeasured for a free plasmaarc tend

to be slightlyhigherthanvaluesused in thisworkand are tn the rangeof 1to 4

eV, which, at the high end of the range, extends into the thermally choked

regimeeven for the mostrelaxedboundaryconditions, Fortunately,the electron

temperature in the presenceof a projectileis expectedto be somewhatlower,

since the plasma-arcwill be moredense [14] and the ablationof the hydrogen

pelletwillprovidea largeheal dissipationmechanism.

Electron temperaturespredicted by plasma.arc models with helium or

hydrogen gases vary somewhat. The model of Azzerbont et al. predicts

temperatures in the range of 1 to 3 eV for unaugrnentedrails[12]. Choe and

Klrnpredictpeak temperaturesonthe orderof 10's of eV whichtends to be well

intothe regimeof thermalchokingpredictedby the ablationmodelpresentedin

this thesis [25]. However, neitherof these models includeany plasma-pellet

interaction which should reduce the predicted arc operating temperature

significantly,since heating of the material ablated from the pellet acts as a

significantheat sink.

Pellet ablation is a significant problem which must be overcome if

electromagneticrailgunsare to be a viable injectiondevice for pelletrefuelingof

fusionplasmas. Aside fromthe obviousproblemthat there must be enoughof

the pellet left to inject into the tokarnak, there is also the problem that the

ablatedmaterialwillcause dragon the plasmaarc and consequentlyreducethe

efficiencyof the railguninjector.

Several possiblesolutionsto this problem have been proposed. One

solutionis to use saboted pelletsin whichthe pellet is encased in a protective
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jacket [26]. This has two major drawbacks. First, the mass which must be

accelerated will go up significantly since the sabot material will be much denser

than frozen hydrogen. Second, the sabot must be removed before the pellet I

enters the fusion plasma. Another alternative is to use augmented rails to

provide a higher magnetic field in the rai!gun bore, which will reduce the current i

needed to accelerate the pellet and consequently lower the arc temperature and

pellet ablation.

B. Future Work

Electron energy transfer mechanisms at low energy are not well-

quantified, and a better representation of this process should be implemented if

possible. Better results could be obtained for the ablation cloud profiles if the

monatomic assumption were to be removed. This would require numerical

integration of the electron energy profile, since density would no longer be a

simple function of the other flow variables. This solution technique would also

be computationally more expensive and would restrict the number of plasma

temperatures and densities which could be examined.

Most importantly, the results from this model can be combined with a

plasma armature model. This would allow a more accurate computation of

armature properties and a self-consistent calculation of ablation rate.

Comparison of the results from such a model with experimental measurements

would be easier, and more relevar_t,than for the ablation model alone.
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APPENDIX A

THERMODYNAMIC RELATIONS

In this appendix, the ideal gas relations for a mixture of ideal monatomic

ideal gases is derived [24]. An ideal gas has a chemical potential _ given by

l_j=_:Iog/n_Jl + ¢_j
Lno,) (A.1)

where 'c is the thermodynamic temperature related to temperature in Kelvin by

1:= kT, n is the particle number density, (I) is the potential of the species above

some reference, and ne iSthe quantum density given by

%, = _2_:h2) = Ajx:a'2. (A.2)

The chemical potential for species j is related to the Helmholtz free energy, F, of

the system by

where Ni is the number of particles of type j and V is the volume of the system.

Therefore, the Helmholtz free energy is
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where the summation is taken over all species. From the Helmholtz free energy

several important state properties can be calculated. The pressure, P, is given

by

P = " _ ,.N, = _" J'

the internal energy of the system, U, is

U = r' _._-2Ca(F/'_)lv.N,= 3'_L'NJ2j + ,_.q_,Nj., (A.6)

The enthalpy is

H = U + PV = 5t,_.i + _q_iNi ' (A.7)
2 i J

The entropy, in thermodynamic units is

)V,N I

From the entropy, the specific heats at constant volume and pressure #re
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= 1:ra_al 3_._N, (A.9)
Cv La_)v,N_= 2 j

= (A.10)
Cp _ 0_'_ .)P,Nl = 2 j

also, the ratio of specific heats,1,,Is

y E _ = 5 (A.11)
Cv 3

which is, of course, the value for a three-dimensional ideal monatomic gas.

Writing the entropy as a function of internal energy, volume, and the number of

each species, the thermodynamic relation can be derived to be

t:d_ = dU + PdV - _.,pjdNj. (A.12)
J

Alternatively, the entropy as a function of pressure, volume, and the number of

each species is

a(P,V,Nj) = _.Nlj log _(_Ni) NjJ + ' (A.13)

The thermodynamic relation then becomes
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_a dP + dV + (::Nj. (A.14)
d(_ == _ V,NI kaV)p,N, P,M,N,,N l

Taking the partial derivatives,

da _- _-_ Nj + Nt _Jp-v(I)-JdNj+ _ 1+ 3 Nj
= , 2 (_Nl) dN, ;(A,15)

then, for an isentropic process the relationship becomes

+ _.---_ + _ - _N, + _. j Ni = 0 (A.!6)1

and from this the partial derivative of pressure with respect to volume at

constant entropy is

'P_"V"a = "'3'V" " _ PV " i 2' "_ a' (A.17)

Then, the speed of sound, c, can be calculated by

c2 .V__P] 5P= = -- + ... (A.18)
p _aV.)o 3p

where the terms arising from changes in the gas composition have been

neglected as small for a pressure wave. Therefore,
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c ,= 5_ /A.19)

where m is the average molecular mass. Equation (A.19) becomes an exact

result for a mixture of monatomic gaseswhich do not react with one another,
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF THE ONE-SIDED ENERGY FLUX i

The Maxweli-Bo!tzmanndistributionis

.Nm3/
where N is the number density, m is the mass of the particle, k is Boltzmann's

constant,and T is the temperature, Expressingd3vin sphericalcoordinates,

d3v = sine de d¢ v2dr. (B,2)

Then, to find the particle flux in the positive z-direction, the velocity distribution is

multiplied by the velocity component in the z-direction and integrated over the

half sphere in the positive z-direction,

2_

J+ = lsine de j' d_ j'v 2dv (v cose) f(9)
o o o _B._

where f(_) is the MaxwelI-Boltzmann distribution in the case of thermalized,

isentropically distributed particles, Similarly, to find the directed energy flux, the

particle flux must be weighted by the particle energy, and therefore,
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_t

q+ = sinede [ d$ .fv2dv (vcose) mv2 f(rv), (B,4)
0 0 0

Insertingthe Maxwelltandistribution,

( lmv2
_mN _ _". 5. oxot-v

= 2NkT.f "k-?'- (B,5)
Y2=m

which is the desired quantity.
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